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ACACIA

Chapter Highlights: IFC Chapter of the Year, Over 500 hours of Community Service per Semester, Best Acacian New Chapter, 100 Man Chapter

Chapter President: Cody Boullom
acaciapresident.asu@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Jarrod Scents
acaciarecruitment.asu@gmail.com

ALPHA EPSILON PI

Chapter Highlights: Alpha Epsilon Pi is the world’s Jewish Fraternity, with over 175 chapters in 7 countries.

Chapter President: Eli Shenker
ezshenker@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Jakob Wolk
jwolk@cchsctv.com

asuacacia  https://www.acacia.org/
Aepiasu  https://www.aepi.org/
**ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA**

Chapter Highlights: Chapters 5th year At ASU

Chapter President: Chase Wallace cwllce@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Matthew wachter matthew.wachter.44@gmail.com

**ALPHA SIGMA PHI**

Chapter Highlights: To Better the World through Better Men

Chapter President: Logan Chang ldchang@asu.edu

Rush Chair: Ben Castiglia bencastiglia0@gmail.com

**BETA THETA PI**

Chapter Highlights: Building Men of Principle

Chapter President: Brenden Pease president.beta.asu@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Angelo Mauri recruitment.beta.asu@gmail.com
**CHI PHI**

Chapter Highlights: Being the very first American men’s college social fraternity, Chi Phi has set the standard for what brotherhood truly means since 1824. The ASU chapter, of over 100 brothers, takes pride in a plethora of achievements in a variety of areas: academics, alumni success, intramural sports, philanthropies, and most importantly making lifelong memories with lifelong friends.

Chapter President: Spencer Johnson
sdjohn26@asu.edu

Rush Chair: Dylan Berg
drberg87@gmail.com

---

**DELTA SIGMA PHI**

Chapter Highlights: The Chapter of Delta Sigma Phi spent their formal in San Diego this past year.

Chapter President: Keaton Smith
Ksmit117@asu.edu

Rush Chair: Tyler Spain
ztspain@asu.edu

---

**DELTA TAU DELTA**

Chapter Highlights: We currently have 122 active members; We raised over $10,000 for the Juvenile Diabetic Research Foundation (JDRF) last year.

Chapter President: Phillip Asuelo
Deltataudelta.president@asu@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Burke Fortner
bfortne1@asu.edu
KAPPA ALPHA ORDER

Chapter Highlights: We ain’t come here to play school

Chapter President: Will Murphy
Asukappaalphaorder@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Lucas Cochrane
Lccochra@asu.edu

KAPPA DELTA RHO

Chapter Highlights: More than 65% of our current chapter is from out of state locations making us diverse in what backgrounds our brothers bring together in Tempe.

Chapter President: Jason Nguyen
asukdr.president@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Chris Frauenknecht
asukdr.rush@gmail.com

KAPPA SIGMA

Chapter Highlights: Kappa Sigma is the one of the largest college social fraternities in the world with more than 200,000 living members and 320 chapters. Join the brotherhood for good times and a better future. A.E.K.A.B.

Chapter President: Will Landrieu
wklandrieu@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Daniel Curren
dcurren@asu.edu
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

Chapter Highlights: We are one of the largest chapters at Arizona State University that has been consistently commended for high academic achievement, inexorable extracurricular success, and the largest philanthropic impact for the past 5 years.

Chapter President: Kyle Sisco
kylesisco25@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Bennett Houck
bchouck@asu.edu

OMEGA DELTA PHI

Chapter Highlights: The first multicultural fraternity established at ASU. The Epsilon chapter was ranked second overall at our 2019 national convention

Chapter President: Marshall Morgan
president.epsilon@omegadeltaphi.org

Rush Chair: Stephen Doak
recruitment.epsilon@omegadeltaphi.org

PHI DELTA THETA

Chapter Highlights: Our colonization ceremony

Chapter President: Chase Walther
ckwalthe@asu.edu

Rush Chair: Jackson Lafferty
Jrlaffer@asu.edu

https://www.lambdachi.org/
http://www.asu-odphi.com
http://phideltatheta.org/
PHI GAMMA DELTA (FIJI)

Chapter Highlights: Fiji on the Mountain is ASU Greeklife’s oldest tradition, dating back to over 50 years. Every fall we set thousands of flares off to create a temporary monument to our name that can be seen from miles away.

Chapter President: Colton Gorian
Gorian.colton@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Cole Snyder
cesnyde6@asu.edu

PHI KAPPA PSI

Chapter Highlights: Boasting plenty of leadership opportunities and an unparalleled sense of brotherhood, Phi Psi is one of the fastest growing chapters on campus. By bringing together men from across America and across all sorts of backgrounds, our chapter allows members to build meaningful connections and relationships that span far beyond our college years.

Chapter President: Chase Bailey
phipsiasupresident@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Caden Garland
cadegarland@gmail.com

PHI KAPPA TAU

Chapter Highlights: Colonized in October of 2015 and Founded as an official chapter at Arizona State March 17, 2018

Chapter President: Nic Forella
President.asuphitau@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Mitchell Lacey
mslacey@asu.edu
**PHI KAPPA THETA**

Chapter Highlights: Leaders in Life

Chapter President: Nico Pacioni
PKT.president.alphazeta@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Mike Duffy
mikeduffy16@gmail.com

**PI KAPPA ALPHA**

Chapter Highlights: Rush Pike

Chapter President: Connor Wegge
cwegge@asu.edu

Rush Chair: Sam Welch
Sam.welch74@gmail.com

**PI KAPPA PHI**

Chapter Highlights: Exceptional leaders. Uncommon opportunities

Chapter President: Davis Prescott
dfpesco@asu.edu

Rush Chair: Sam Walsh
smwalsh7@asu.edu
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

Chapter Highlights: Fastest growing Fraternity at ASU and the quickest to Charter with the largest and most active Alumni Association in the country.

Chapter President: Evan Sterling
saeasu.ea@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Mica Carson
mhcarso1@asu.edu

SIGMA ALPHA MU

Chapter Highlights: The brothers of Sigma Alpha Mu are proud to always represent the values of true manhood, democracy, and humanity.

Chapter President: Griffin Hendricks
sammypriorasu@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Miles Gross
milesgross123@gmail.com

SIGMA CHI

Chapter Highlights: We have a world-class alumni network with a mentorship program that will prepare you for the real world. Diverse demography of members from California to Connecticut and everywhere in between. Brothers placed in jobs all over the country right out of college. A national brand of excellence and high-standard reputation.

Chapter President: Jack Zimmerman
jczimmerman2000@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Christian Herp
cherp@asu.edu
Chapter Highlights: Sigma Nu at Arizona State has consistently been recognized as one of the top Sigma Nu chapters in the nation. Brothers are involved in numerous on-campus organizations including USG and Sun Devil Athletics such as Football, Lacrosse, and Soccer. Active brothers have had internships with major companies including Microsoft, Ford, iHeart Radio, and the NFL.

Chapter President: Thompson Vipond
commander@snasu.org

Rush Chair: Karsten Hart
kthart1@asu.edu

SIGMA PI
Chapter Highlights: 2017-2018
Chapter of the Year

Chapter President: Brock Anderson
betakappaprez@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Brandon Lundy
bjlundy@asu.edu

SIGMA TAU GAMMA
Chapter Highlights: 1,300 dollars contributed to BLM Phoenix Metro in 2020. Diverse in both member ethnicity and major. Competitive in both philanthropy and intramural events. Winner of the J. Gregory Rumpf award for recruitment and growth in 2019

Chapter President: Erick Weidner
erik.cweidner@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Aiden Doyle
aiden_doule@icloud.com
Chapter Highlights: We will be officially reinstating our charter this upcoming fall

Chapter President: Josh Briant
briantjoshi@gmail.com

Rush Chair: Brandon Ortega
baseball2297@yahoo.com

Chapter Highlights: Since 1847, Theta Delta Chi has believed that it is the duty of every member to improve himself intellectually, morally, and socially through friendship.

Chapter President: Christian Jordan
thetadeltachi_president.asu@gmail.com

Rush Chair: James Paidoussis
jpaidous@asu.edu

Chapter Highlights: Theta Xi’s Delta Alpha chapter is a Presidents Cup Recipient. This means we are one of the Top 5 chapters throughout the nation.

Chapter President: Connor Elmasry
asu.thetaxi_president@gmail.com

Rush Chair: AJ Deguire
adequire@asu.edu
ZETA BETA TAU

Chapter Highlights: The Gamma Tau chapter of Zeta Beta Tau is one of the fastest growing ZBT chapters in the country accepting all men of good character.

Chapter President: Nathan DeRueda
president@asuzbt.com

Rush Chair: Sam Strauss
recruitment@asuzbt.com

The Interfraternity Council supports and promotes “open recruitment” within its member chapters. Open recruitment allows for chapters to add members at any time of the year, as long as they meet the criteria for membership and selection is mutually beneficial.

All students interested in joining an IFC fraternity must Register for IFC Recruitment: asuifc.mycampusdirector2.com

Questions about Interfraternity Council recruitment can be directed to Akhil Mahant, IFC Vice President of Recruitment - recruitment@asuifc.org